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San Onofre should be shut down forever!

May 8th, 2012
Dear Chairman 3aczko,

other Commission members:

Below is an essay about San Onofre which I wrote yesterday in response to the hearing in
As I write this, I'm listening (again) to
Sacramento and the NRC press release the same day.
educational rally we held near the power
a
recent
at
full
presentation
professor Dan Hirsch's
posted some of the presentations at my
I
have
and
We have had several such rallies,
plant.
I especially recommend listening to Dan Hirsch's
You Tube channel (link below).
presentation, but all of the presentations are well worth hearing.
In the course of my
I have been involved in writing educational software for about 30 years.
and nuclear
physicists
nuclear
including
of
scientists,
hundreds
interviewed
I
have
work
engineers, whistleblowers, retired giants of the nuclear age, and
others in related fields
including software technology, metallurgy, hydraulics, statistics, pumps, biology, medicine,
If nuclear power is a
I've met dozens of NRC officials, too, over the years.
etc. etc..
you what
I can tell
good idea anywhere, I have yet to meet the person who can convince me.
does happen: Someone starts to try, but eventually claims to be relying on the expertise of
someone else for some crucial piece of information ("Well, I'm not a metallurgist" they might
I have yet to meet the
say, or "I'm not a biologist", or "I'm not an engineer", etc. etc.).
safe, and is then
is
power
nuclear
why
themselves,
understand,
to
fully
person who claims
Many have tried, but they all eventually claim not to be
also willing to explain it to me.
So they are relying on things they don't really know,
experts in some area I ask them about.
facts that might not be true (such as "Hormesis" or the infallibility of our engineering
They ALL do that.
designs) in order to endorse nuclear power.
But any one of hundreds of other specialists have had valid reasons to shut the plants down
And you only need ONE valid reason, but ALL reasons to keep it open must be valid!
forever.
One doesn't NEED to be an expert in everything to see the danger! Tsunami experts have
described to me the size of wave that an undersea canyon collapse offshore could create.
Other experts have found evidence right near San Onofre itself of such events in fairly
recent geological history! Rational, caring elected officials ask WHY we need more studies
about earthquakes, when everyone living here know what's coming and hopes they can get in a
doorway before their building collapses around them! We hope our loved ones can get under
their desks at work and at school, and survive.., but then everyone's attention turns to San
Is it leaking? Is it melting down? These are
Was it closer to the epicenter?
Onofre.
Fukushima (many of us already knew it).
from
learned
rational fears, as we all have
Why have to worry about San Onofre at all??? Why is it there at all??? What expert do YOU
safe,
need to hear from? And if the expert you listen to says to keep San Onofre open, it's
why aren't they in Japan, fixing the problem in Fukushima? No "expert" knows what to do
there!
In fact, the only "experts" that seem to know what they're doing are the ones manipulating
the information so the public doesn't get too scared about what could happen if Spent Fuel
Pool #4 collapses, and releases "85 times the cesium" of Chernobyl (and who-knows-how-many
times the cesium already released at Fukushima, since the 3apanese are particularly good at
1

.1
hiding the truth, perhaps because TEPCO is actually, for all intents and purposes, a.
government entity). What experts are warning that our spent fuel pools also are vulnerable,
especially those GE Mark l's?
Below yesterday's essay is one written a few weeks ago, explaining why people "pass the buck"
regarding nuclear decisions -- because they discount the "experts" who have contrary opinions
to the one they want to hold! Is that what's happening at the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission?!?!
I believe so! Surely you have enough information at YOUR fingertips to make
the SAME decision I made a long time ago: Nuclear power is a ridiculous, murderous way to
light a lightbulb! But why haven't YOU stopped it? Unlike me, you actually have the power - unless Chairman Jaczko's assertion, when we met with him last month, that he has less power
than we think he has, is so true that the commission is a sham to begin with! Is 3ack
Shannon correct, below, that the fox is guarding the chicken coop? Doesn't 90% of your
funding come from the nuclear industry you regulate, and 90% of your technical "experts" do,
too? One has to wonder if an outside opinion can get heard in the halls of the NRC!
I hope you will announce, as quickly as possible, that you will not be allowing San Onofre to
re-open, ever. We don't need the growing waste problem. We don't need the tsunami or
earthquake, or terrorism, or accident risk. We don't need San Onofre for energy, as
discussed below. Please shut it down forever so we can start building reasonable and safe
Solutions that don't make a bigger problem for our progeny.
solutions to our energy needs.
Solutions that don't threaten global catastrophe at the drop of a hat.
Solutions that don't need "experts" from all over the world to solve problems we shouldn't
have in the first place.
Thank you in advance for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Ace Hoffman
Carlsbad, CA

Rolling blackouts? Says who? Restart SanO? SAYS WHO?
May 7th, 2012
Dear Readers,
Today has been historic for California!
In Washington, at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Headquarters, Chairman Gregory
Jaczko stated not only that the NRC isn't about to allow San Onofre Nuclear (Waste)
Generating Station to restart any time soon -- but in addition, he added that they haven't
even been given the documentation from Southern California Edison (SCE) about what went wrong
with the steam generators, which they'll want to "thoroughly" review first!
Not only has SCE been saying they've been supplying the NRC with all the information
available, they BOTH have been saying the NRC has had people on site and involved the whole
time.
So what's going on?
SCE has claimed to have specialists from Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI made the faulty
steam generators) and independent "experts" from all over the world looking into the problem.
2

Butdin more than three months, not one "expert" has come forward to talk professionally about
what they've found. The public has been left completely in the dark, and it appears that the
NRC has been, too.
And I'd be willing to bet those "independent experts" aren't so. independent,

either!

The fact is, we don't need San Onofre. Nobody in charge of electricity usage in California
wants to actually say it, perhaps because traditionally, doing so is a "career-killer", but
we don't need San Onofre.
all wrecked up right now anyway, because they goofed up the design
And the fact is, it's
something fierce, and it will cost HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS OF DOLLARS to "repair". (Actually,
when replacement energy costs are included, it will probably cost more than a billion
dollars.)
Why bother? That money could be used to build solar rooftops,

or offshore wind turbines.

We don'.t know how to safely store the waste San Onofre generates. We can get the electricity
do that instead. Let's send San Onofre to the
it generates in far cleaner ways, so let's
scrap heap.
No, wait a moment on that. You can't just "scrap" it,
become radioactive.

you can't recycle its-metals.

They have

In fact,. there's no place on earth to put it! No place under the earth, no place under the
sea.... no way to get it into space because you can't be sure it won't hit some piece of
space debris on the way up, and/or have a rocket failure and fall back to earth in the worst
possible way -- vaporized in a burning reentry!!
Too expensive, too.
But you CAN keep San Onofre turned off, which is a great idea since whenever you run each
reactor, you create, in one day, about 250 pounds of deadly poisonous "spent fuel", including
more than a pound of plutonium, which is about 200,000 times more deadly than the uranium
atom it came from!
That one pound of plutonium is enough poison to kill about a billion people if it were to get
out of' the reactor and into the people -- thank goodness for dilution, but prevention is
place.
better! Don't make it in the first
About every 10 days, each reactor creates enough plutonium for a nuclear bomb. Sure, it has
to be "processed" before you can use it as a bomb, but you've made the material. It never.
existed before.
For a bit of electricity which is easily obtained safer ways, you also created a whole lot of
other poisons -- poisons which CANNOT be created any other way except in a nuclear reactor!
Poisons which cannot be safely contained, because they can destroy any container you put them
the definition of "ionizing radiation" that it has the energy to do this).
in (it's
Poisons which cannot be safely transported, because they're flammable, vaporizable,
targetable, and very difficult to handle since you can't get near "spent fuel" without tons
and tons of special shielding.
Poisons that are very difficult indeed to isolate from humans, but which must be,
affordably, for hundreds of thousands of years. It can't be done.
3

safely and

Radioactive elements are lethal in quantities of mere millionths of a gram. One byproduct;
tritium (3H), is so deadly that a normally operating reactor can only release a fraction of a
teaspoon in a whole year. (And they do.) That amount has to be diluted in billions of gallons
of water to be below legal limits for "safe" drinking water.
The radiation levels INSIDE the broken reactors in Japan would kill a person in seconds, so
no one can go in there to clean up the mess, and stop the ongoing meltdowns. Robots can't
last in that lethal environment either. There are no "experts" who know what to do there!
By restarting San Onofre, we are making an unsolvable problem worse. But it turns out there's
no need to run the reactors anymore. No need to fix them. No need to risk Fukushima in
Southern California.
In a hearing at the Capital this afternoon, the California Energy Commission, the California
Public Utilities Commission, as well as the California Independent System Operators (CAISO,
aka ISO) all agreed that even with San Onofre out of commission for the entire summer -- as
it probably will be -- SoCal residents should NOT experience rolling blackouts unless a
number of extraordinary things happen. (One of those events is a "ten year peak" in energy
use on especially hot days... and considering the number of record highs that have been set
across the country in 2012, that doesn't seem so unlikely! But even that is not
"catastrophic" like a meltdown at San Onofre would be!)
So why not shut San Onofre forever? Then it won't be nearly as risky in the event of an
earthquake (the longer the fuel is out of the reactor, the safer it becomes). And then it
can't poison San Diego and Orange counties for thousands of years nearly as easily.
Today, Nuclear Regulatory Commission Chairman Gregory Jaczko stated, regarding San Onofre
Nuclear (Waste) Generating Station, that: "Any discussion of the restart of Unit 2 or Unit 3
is clearly premature." This announcement was made apparently because of "erroneous reports in
the media".
At the very end of the hearing in Sacramento, some direct questions about contingencies for
rolling blackouts were discussed. Of course they have contingencies. Of course it could
happen -- with or without San Onofre operating. Don't be surprised if there are rolling
blackouts if attention isn't paid to the need to conserve energy. If extraordinarily hot days
occur. If wildfires down power lines. But at least there won't be blackouts AND EVACUATIONS
due to meltdowns!
Those testifyihg in Sacramento today had four or five different reasons that SoCal can live
without SanO. We have backup power generation, we have transmission lines, we have
conservation plans, we have incentives for businesses to conserve energy... and we have a lot
of excess capacity, too. These were not "anti-nuclear" activists talking, these were system
operators of our power grid. They actually hoped San Onofre would come back online! But they
could not and did not say we need it.
Because we don't.
Keep San Onofre closed forever!
Write to the NRC, the CPUC, the CEC, and the ISO to demand San Onofre be taken out of our
energy mix FOREVER -- and Diablo Canyon, too!
Sincerely,
Ace Hoffman
Carlsbad, CA
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The-.author has been studying energy issues in California for many decades, and nuclear energy
in particular for more than 40 years. His 20088book on nuclear issues, The Code Killers, is
available for free download from his web site: www.acehoffman.org . Hoffman, 55, is also a
computer programmer and cancer survivor. He resides in Carlsbad, California.

Correspondence with retired reactor expert Jack Shannon:

At 06:13 PM 4/21/2012 -0400, Jack Shannon wrote:
Ace:
I would like to use the letter and send it to as many people as I think are appropriate.
have your OK.
Best letter I have ever seen on the entire matter. Fantastic.
Shannon'

Do I

At 03:21 PM 4/20/2012 -0400, Jack Shannon wrote:
>Nuclear Power plants are intrinsically unsafe, and can, therefore, never be made safe. If we
had true oversight of the industry, but, we don't and the people overseeing the industry are
all Government employees so we have the fox guarding the chicken coup. A bad scene no matter
how anyone looks at it.
>Jack Shannon

4/20/2012
Hi Jack,
People don't understand the meaning of "intrinsically unsafe" even if you explain that it
means the plants can, therefore, never be made safe -- regardless of the quality of the
oversight or the diligence of the workers. If we haa either, the industry would be a little
safer, but Fukushima could have happened to any plant on earth. We do not have proper
oversight, and nor do we have diligent workers. In fact, we have workers who are very good at
hiding things from the public and from the regulators. SanO workers excel at both, actually.
Of course, the waste cannot be safely stored or rendered non-toxic after being created in the
reactor. Sure there are lots of theories about how to do it, but most have either already
failed after extensive testing and should be abandoned, or have never been tried and research
being
is scanty at best, but don't look promising anyway. Some are amateurish yet are still
presented by "earnest" and "qualified" people (rocketing the waste to the sun comes to mind
in that category). Some ideas are extremely energy-intensive and/or expensive, both of which
place. Wrapping the waste in
defeat the basic purpose of using nuclear power in the first
gold would be cheaper than some of the "better" theories -- and certainly more effective!
Only problem with wrapping the waste in gold is that there's not nearly enough gold on earth
to accomplish the task. Oh and, it probably wouldn't work forever, anyway, but it might work
for a while. A metallurgist I know suggested iridium would be better. But all the iridium
in. a
ever extracted on earth would probably fit in a small bucket. All the gold would fit
cube 80 feet on a side. Not enough to protect humanity from all the nuclear waste, which,
we're often told by the pronukers, would be a cube about the same size (although if placed in
such a configuration, it would go critical!).
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* So far as anyone knows, none of the ideas for solving the waste problem actually will work.,
But people don't want to hear what a mess we're in. They don't want to trust anyone who tells
them the truth, because the truth is very ugly -- and expensive.
So even if they are aware that you designed the most widely-used naval nuclear reactor in
America's fleet, the D2G, they still wouldn't think "intrinsically unsafe" means what it
means, even coming from you.
"Get me more facts! I need to see some facts!" said the mayor of Solana Beach here in SoCal,
after being presented with fact after fact for an hour, by citizens who know the facts. And
after watching the Southern California Edison representative fall flat on his face when asked
to respond to some of the facts that had been presented by council members. "I'll have to
abstain from voting" on whether or not to even write up a resolution, he concluded. Who knows
if he'll vote yea or nay when the resolution is presented, next week. My guess is he'll
abstain again. [Note: He didn't, the council unanimously voted for a watered down resolution
against relicensing in 2022/2023, and for moving the waste as soon as possible. -- Ace]
Would he have listened to you, with your credentials? I doubt it. He'd say you came from too
far away, he wants someone local. Or you've been out of the industry too long. Or that you're
a whistleblower, and that's all he would say, like it automatically discredits you somehow.
(That way, everyone outside the industry is discredited, since those who never were in it
don't know the "facts", and those that were but aren't, are "whistleblowers" and not to be
trusted, since they changed sides.)
I'd love to fly you out and present you to him. Could you come if I can scrape up some
tickets? Maybe he'll bend: After all if this isn't a good enough resume for him, what is?
"Nuclear Reactor Physicist responsible for the design of the D2G Nuclear Reactor. This
Nuclear Reactor is the most widely used Nuclear Reactor in the Naval Fleet. It is used on all
High Speed Nuclear Attack Submarines and on all Nuclear Cruisers."
--.............--------------

(I'll note that the nuclear reactors on board the subs and ships provide both propulsion AND
all the electrical power for the ship.)
Maybe you could write the "fact-seeking" mayor a letter? But make it very clear! After all,
I've noticed the same thing with the phrase, "inherently dangerous", for example: People
think it means that if you try really hard, the thing is no longer dangerous.
"Intractable problem" is another phrase that's misunderstood. People, for example, might be
told nuclear waste is an intractable problem, and then think that we should therefore simply
find a DIFFERENT solution! Obama's Blue Ribbon Committee on what to do with nuclear waste
(other than Yucca Mountain) was made of up that crowd of people. It didn't occur to them that
the ONLY solution is to stop making more waste. Of course it's only a partial solution, but
at least that problem stops getting bigger that way.
And, of course, in a just world, no human has the right to make any other choice. No human
has the right to burden the world with nuclear waste for millions of years because of their
wrong choice.
When I die, just bury me.

I want to push up daisies, not genetic mutations,

Yours,
Ace Hoffman
Carlsbad, CA
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when I'm gone!

>In a message dated 4/19/2012 8:27:15 P.M.
rhoffman@animatedsoftware.com writes:
>4/19/2012

Eastern Daylight Time,

>Dear Readers,
>I don't know about you, but I'm having a lot of trouble trusting nuclear scientists these
happened, they can't fix it. It's
days. They couldn't prevent Fukushima and, now that it's
take
30 years to "clean up" -- AS IF
it
will
are
that
estimates
their
best
still
spewing, and
there was ANY place to put the mess! Tank farms of highly-irradiated water is NOT a solution!
>After Chernobyl we were assured that "Western" reactors are different, and completely safe
from meltdown. They are different, but they are not safe. Now, a year after Fukushima,
yesterday's Japan Times contained an article by an MIT-trained nuclear engineer. The author
apparently could not conceive of the idea that it is essentially impossible to make a safe
have to
nuclear power plant. By that i mean that even with infinite funds, you'd still
contend with human error. But even so, funds are NEVER unlimited. The author listed about a
dozen things that went wrong in Fukushima, claiming that if any of them hadn't gone wrong,
the meltdowns could have been prevented.
>Perhaps that's true, but there will be other meltdowns, and even if all the author's
recommendations were taken (which has a snowball's chance in a reactor core of happening)
be meltdowns or worse at our reactors. He hasn't covered airplane strikes
there would still
against dry storage casks, for instance.
>I suppose his main suggestion should be considered wonderful in theory. "If you are
operating a nuclear reactor, you must find a way to bring it down to a cold shutdown in any
type of emergency."
>Isn't that grand? An MIT-trained nuclear physicist, writing in the Japan Times, tells us
this! If only they had listened to him 50 years ago, when then designed those old Mark 1
Boiling Water Reactors! But there are SO MANY "Achilles' heals" in THAT design! Nevertheless,
even I can assure the MIT-trained nuclear engineer that avoiding meltdown was PARAMOUNT in
the original engineers' minds, as well! What does he THINK they were thinking about?!? They
thought of everything that they could think of that could possibly go wrong, and designed a
way that would unquestionably (probably, hopefully, maybe, possibly... within budget
constraints) prevent that triggering event -- or series of events -- from happening. That's
how nuclear power plants have ALWAYS been built! What is he, the one that can suddenly fix
everything? Let him stop Fukushima from spewing then.
>The ONLY constraint on safety has ALWAYS been money. First there's the problem of getting
place. You can't convince Wall Street to
enough of it to build the reactor in the first
invariably the ratepayers at the insistence of the government who
invest in them, so it's
as possible, as would anyone else. Then cost over-runs
pays, and they want to pay as little
start to set in: Bad parts get delivered, bad welds get discovered, bad concrete pours have
or you could look the other way, and that's what often happens.
to be torn up and redone ....
>Lack of testing equipment means you can't make sure the metals your supplier supplied you
with are of the quality they say they are. Everything costs money, and nuclear power plants
are in the business of making money out of something that's here today, and... here tomorrow,
as nuclear waste. The electricity that is generated is gone in an instant -- used or not.
Most is used, of course, so it can be billed, but any that's Unused is lost forever, and the
nuke plant itself needs dozens of megawatts just to run its own pumps.
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always a question of .money.,
>When building or making repairs to a nuclear power plant, it's
The MIT-trained nuclear engineer points out that San Onofre -- pardon me, thats my local
nuclear power plant, which is just as bad but of a different design -- he points out that
Fukushima had one functioning generator but needed two or three. The author explains that the
one functioning generator was ONLY functioning because plant operators wanted to SAVE MONEY
by placing it far away, which happened to be up a hill. Saving money at nuclear power plants
usually doesn't help, but in this case apparently, two of the six reactors at Fukushima were.
able to be cooled because of this piece of luck. The author seems to miss the obvious: If it
wasn't this mistake, it would have been something else.
>San onofre, my local nuclear reactor, is completely shut down right now (like all but one
reactor in Japan) and may never reopen. Why not? Because the steam. generator tubes (made in
Japan, by the way) clang into each other. Why does that happen? Apparently because the plant
tried to increase the power output of the reactor by adding nearly 400 extra tubes when they
ordered a "like-for-like" replacement of the original (four) steam generators, which were
supposed to last the entire lives of the (two) reactors.
>The original steam generators didn't last because they ran 'em too hot, I suspect. A couple
of years ago they realized that as soon as the tubes wear out, they can replace them with
in the same locations. (Or thought
fit
steam generators that have more tubes inside but still
they could.) So they upped the power output of the reactor, which caused the tubes to fail
more quickly than the normal life of the reactor -- but they didn't care. They knew our
California Public Utilities Commission would stick the ratepayers with the cost of the
replacement steam generators when the time came -- and they did. SanO's owners wanted to
avoid having the steam generator replacement happen at the same time as the much more risky
license renewal because there's ALWAYS a lot of opposition to that.
>San Onofre's owners got through several steps of this process. The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission saw it as a "like for like" replacement even though it wasn't, the ratepayers were
charged with the costs of replacement, it happened years before license renewal, and best of
all (from the utility's point of view), the utility ALSO made billions of extra dollars while
they ran the reactors at extra-high power, pressure, and temperature, blowing out the
gaskets, seals, and tubes!
>It's like how you treat a rented car.
>Only the difference is, things can go wrong when steam generator tubes burst. They are very
thin, fragile things, with a thousand pounds of pressure differential on one side from the
other. One tube failure can lead to another, and another, and another, which can lead to an
inability to cool the reactor. Fukushima USA. is what it could lead to!
>But the utility company's biggest worry isn't that, because they figure one of the backup
systems will work (they might be right, but they might not be). Their biggest worry is this:
Because the new replacement steam generators have ALSO failed, just like the old ones but
faster, they now have to try to stick the ratepayers with the whole cost over again, and it's
only a few years from license renewal, AND Fukushima happened in the meantime. And the
Internet grew. And the local citizens are up in arms. And many of the local politicians want
the plant closed permanently, too. Everyone grasps what could happen there. Our homes could
be lost, our lives ruined, our economy destroyed.
>So getting San Onofre up and running again is
time. Japan may be down to zero reactors soon,
strength and might stay that way.

not such an easy battle for the utility this
normal
and California is already at half it's

>What's wrong with probabilistic risk assessment? Nothing, in theory. because in theory, the
probability of critical bolts rusting out at critical moments can be estimated. That's some
theory, though! To think you can put an accurate estimate on human failure is pure folly.,

esp~ecially
job-saving
thought to
tools have

when most of the time, those failures come from financial cost-saving measures,
measures. ("If I tell
anyone what I just did, I'll
get fired" is a hell of a
have after dropping a wrench into a reactor's primary coolant loop, but stray
been found in very odd places inside of reactors over the years...)

or

>The real nuclear nightmare is undoubtedly just beginning. Not only is the probability of
accidents ever-increasing as old reactors get older and their parts (and their replacement
parts) wear out, but complacency has plagued every industry where vigilance is necessary, and
the nuclear industry is no exception. It happens to pilots in cockpits, astronauts in space
capsules, lookouts on watch for sneak attacks during war, it happens to people trying very
hard NOT to get pick-pocketed. Then they get bumped by a pretty girl, a deft hand on the
other side grabs the wallet, a third person helps hide the activity, and then leaves with the
booty after a hand-off. It's
orchestrated.
>The nuclear industry orchestrates to steal lives. They steal them from children, infants,
and everyone else, as well as from the animal kingdom. In addition to causing billions of
deaths in the animal world from Fukushima alone, radiation disasters have caused millions of
deaths in the human world already, and Fukushima will undoubtedly increase that toll
substantially -- especially if Spent Fuel Pool 4 falls. Meltdowns are hardly the only worry
at nuclear reactors. In fact, it's
the ever-growing, glowing, spent fuel that worries many
people the most.
>Solar,
power.

wind,

geothermal,

wave,

tide, biomass...

They need a fighting chance,

these are all ready to replace nuclear

instead of handouts to the nuclear industry.

>Sincerely,
>Ace Hoffman
>Carlsbad, CA
>

>Attachments:
>1) Links to Ace Hoffman on KPBS radio and tv last Monday
>2) 3apan Times article on "probability theory"
> ----------------------------------------------------...

>1) Links to Ace Hoffman on KPBS radio and tv last Monday:
> - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

>Ace Hoffman on KPBS:
>http://www.kpbs.org/news/2012/apr/16/more-tubes-showing-wear-san-onofre-activists-call-/
>More info on the Audio:
>http://www.kpbs.org/audioclips/14049/
>KPBS home page:
>http://www.kpbs.org/

>2)

3apan Times article on "probability theory":

> .......................................................

>From:http://www.japantimes.co.jp/text/eo20l2O418a4.htm
>[photo]
>Nuclear nightmare: The destroyed No. 3 reactor building at Tokyo Electric Power Co.'s
Fukushima No.1 nuclear power plant on Feb. 20. The earthquake and tsunami that struck March
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11,'2011, crippled Nos. 1, 2 and 3 reactors at the plant, triggering the world's worst
nuclear crisis since the 1986 Chernobyl incident. AP
>Fukushima: Probability theory is

unsafe

>By KENICHI OHMAE
>Special to The 3apan Times
>A year has now passed since the complete core meltdowns of three boiling water reactors at
Tokyo Electric Power Co.'s Fukushima No. I plant. Because of the limited and biased
information issued by the Japanese government, the world does not know what really happened
when the earthquake and the tsunami hit the six Fukushima nuclear reactors. There are many
important lessons that must be learned to avoid a future disaster. These lessons can be
applied to all the nuclear reactors globally. People around the world deserve the right to
know what happened.
>[photo]
>Explaining the disaster: Plant manager Takeshi Takahashi of Tepco's Fukushima No. I nuclear
power plant talks to journalists in Okuma, Fukushima Prefecture, on Feb. 28. Members of the
media were allowed into the plant for a tour ahead of the one-year anniversary of the March
11, 2011, disaster. AP
>As a nuclear core designer and someone who earned a Ph.D. from the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology in nuclear engineering, I volunteered to look into the situation at Fukushima
No. 1 in 3une of 2011. Mr. Goushi Hosono, minister of nuclear power and environment,
personally gave me access to the information and personnel who were directly involved in the
containment operations of the postdisaster nuclear plants. After three months of
investigation, I analyzed and wrote a long report detailing minute by minute how the nuclear
reactors were actually disabled (pr.bbt757.com/eng/)
>Here are the highlights of my findings:
>1. Three of the six reactors of Fukushima No. 1 had a complete core meltdown
after the tsunami hit. The molten fuel penetrated not only through the bottom
pressure vessel, but also poked holes at the bottom of the containment vessel,
fission materials into the environment. The meltdown itself started at 11p.m.

a few days
of the thick
thus releasing
on the day of

the tsunami, March 11, 2011.
>2. As expected, the meltdown caused the fuel cladding material, zircaloy (zirconium alloy),
to react with vapor and to create large quantities of hydrogen and zirconium oxide, which
caused the catastrophic hydrogen explosion that blew out three reactor buildings. The
hydrogen explosion took place on March 12, 14 and 15. The 3apanese Government did not admit
to the meltdown until three months later, nor did they admit to the damage to the containment
vessels until a half year later. Our government tried to hide this important information for
some reason, though judging from the amount of fission material released and from the size of
the hydrogen explosion, the meltdown of the entire core was undeniable for anyone who has
studied reactor engineering.
>3. The earthquake on March 11 damaged all of the five independent external power supply
systems, and the 15-meter-high tsunami damaged all of the pumps and motors of the main and
emergency cooling systems that were constructed along the shore line, thus disabling the
cooling system that pumps in sea water.
>4. The tsunami also sent massive amounts of water into the reactor buildings and the turbine
housing, thus soaking the emergency diesel engines and batteries, which were stored in the
basement of these buildings. This meant that all sources of emergency backup power stored in
the basement of the reactors were totally destroyed.
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>5. There was an air-cooled diesel engine sitting atop a hill close to Reactor No. 6. Its
airfins were too big to fit into the basement and was luckily placed outside, and as such,
this engine started to generate electricity. With a pump brought in from outside, it started
to cool not only Reactor No. 6, but had enough power to cool Reactor No. 5. Of the 13
emergency generators associated with the six plants, this was the only one of the three aircooled backups, and hence not dependent on water as the heat sink. This air-cooled diesel
engine was the only one not entirely submerged in water, but in fact at one point the water
level did reach up to half its height. A few weeks later Reactors No. 5 and No. 6 were
brought to a cold shutdown.
>6. The buildings of reactors No. 1 and No. 3 were blown away by an explosion of hydrogen
generated by the core meltdown. Reactor No. 4 eventually exploded, though its core had no
fuel inside due to a periodic inspection that meant the fuel rods were stored elsewhere. It
turned out that the Reactor No. 4's building filled with hydrogen that leaked from Reactor
No. 3 through their common gas release ducts. Reactor No. 2 escaped from the massive
explosion, although its core had completely melted. Its windows were blown away most likely
by the explosions from neighboring reactors No. I and No. 3 and the hydrogen inside Reactor
No. 2 escaped into the air.
>These facts teach us one important lesson: The Fukushima accident could have been avoided if
the plant had had the capacity for electricity generation of any form along with the
appropriate heat sink.
>It is also clear that it was not the "unexpectedly high" tsunami that caused the accident.
Reactors No. 5 and No. 6 remained intact, even though they were damaged to the same extent as
the other four reactors by the earthquakes and tsunami. The difference was that they had a
source of electricity through the air-cooled emergency diesel engine that had been was
installed ad hoc by the management because they wanted to save money when the government
demanded increased back up from two to three emergency generator sets.
>The most important lesson of Fukushima No. I plant, therefore, is that we should have
multiple sources of electrical supply and cooling heat sinks. This is not to say that "you
should not put all of your eggs in one basket." What I want to say is that we should have
eggs and apples in a few different baskets.
>The Japanese government has tried to explain and offer excuses
Fukushima, but no one in the government has accurately analyzed
to claim that the magnitude of the earthquake and tsunami was a
anything anyone could have imagined or planned for. But is this
that could not have been avoided?

for the disaster in
the situation. They continue
natural disaster far beyond
true? Was it a catastrophe

>My analysis takes a totally different point of view. It shows in documented detail
(pr.bbt757.com/eng/) that if you want to operate a nuclear reactor, then you should not
assume anything about potential disasters - be they earthquakes, tsunamis, terrorists or a
plane crash. No matter what happens, if you are operating a nuclear reactor, you must find a
way to bring it down to a cold shutdown in any type of emergency. We now know from the
Fukushima disaster that this will require electricity and heat sinks. It is a pretty simple
principle.
>But there is also another important lesson to be learned, and it applies to all operating
nuclear facilities around the world: If you have to assume something, then you are not
prepared.
>All nuclear reactors in the world have been designed using probability assumptions.
idea was originally proposed by professor Norman Rasmussen of MIT. Put to use, it is
scientific way of expressing what the public will accept.
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>For example, what is the probability of a plane crashing into Yankee stadium with a full
audience during the World Series? This can be calculated if one assumes that there is a level
of probability for each element leading to the eventual accident. And, despite the
probability, because it is infinitely small, the public tacitly accepts it. This principle
was followed at Fukushima. Assumptions were made about possible causes of nuclear plant
accidents. Engineering precautions were taken accordingly so that everyone could feel rest
assured knowing "the reactor is safe."
>In Japan, the Nuclear Safety Commission made this fatal mistake-by relying casually on this
probability theory. They assumed that the probability of a long-term stoppage of the external
electric supply "in a country like Japan" was very unlikely, so they did not have to assume
and. plan for a prolonged power breakdown. With this assumption in mind, they insisted on
having three emergency generator sets per reactor. They gave no further thought to the
possibility of a situation that could include the breakdown of all external electrical
connections.
>Fukushima No. 1 had five different paths for the grid to come in, but all of them were
destroyed by the powerful earthquakes 45 minutes prior to the tsunami. It would have taken
only one active electrical connection to stabilize the reactors after the tsunami hit.
>The government did its best and brought in mobile generators from outside. There were two
problems with this tactic. First, all of the three electric panels'in the reactors that
needed to receive outside power were submerged in water. To make matters worse, the mobile
generators couldn't plug in. The final straw was that the GE-built plants were on a 660-volt
power line needed to run the plants, but the mobile generators brought in by the government
were usually used on construction sites and they were limited to only 220 volts, the standard
voltage in Japan. The mobile generators were useless in this situation.
>

>Had the Commission made assumptions about the possible loss of the external electrical
supply and ordered the plant to be equipped on site with other external power generation, be
that solar, wind, gas turbine or even small LNG power stations to back up the six gigantic
reactors, this disaster could have been averted.
>It is very important to note that the one small gas turbine generator that was on site
worked, but unfortunately, the one generator that worked was only connected to the control
room for administration, and this power could not be shared with the reactors.
>There has been a lot of useless discussion about the tsunami's power and size. Historically,
people have assumed that the maximum height of observed tsunamis along the eastern shore of
Japan is no more than 10 meters. Until this disaster occurred, the probability of a 15 meter
tsunami hitting the Japanese coast was so low that one did not have to plan for such an
unlikely event. It was known in some circles that a major tsunami could in fact hit the
Tohoku coast. History shows that extreme tsunamis hit Tohoku at least once every 10,000
years. What we learned in Fukushima is that even if an event is predicted to happen
infrequently, it will happen! To then talk about the probability is moot. The probability is
now 100 percent and we have to face the challenge at hand and find a way to safeguard the
reactors.
you that reactors are built to withstand the expected
>As a nuclear core engineer I can tell
hardships. In light of what happened in Fukushima No. 1, the assumptions were completely
wrong. In order to make, nuclear energy work we must build reactors that can reach cold
shutdown with 100 percent certainty, no matter what happens.
>Assumptions and probability are for the theoretical dreamers. If you have a hot reactor,
submerged in water and this reactor is without the power to circulate the coolant that can
shut it down, then you have to find another way to cool it no matter what. If you have lost
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you''la5.t resort of power and heat sink, you should not have taken on the responsibility to
place. That is the lesson of Fukushima.
operate a nuclear plant in the first
>In this world nothing is absolutely safe. The public approval for nuclear reactor
construction is normally very hard to get. To this end the reactor engineers have constructed
what is now called the containment vessel. They explained that should something
"unimaginable" happen and fission materials leak from the nuclear core, the containment
vessel will confine them and nothing will escape into the external environment. People living
near the reactor were told to rest assured that they would never be exposed to radiation.
>Many people compare this disaster to Chernobyl. The Russian reactor was very different. The
Russians did not build a containment vessel to cover their reactor. They did not see a need
for that precaution. Because Chernobyl did not have a containment vessel, when that nuclear
accident occurred, the result was a massive release of radiation materials that were carried
away into whichever direction the wind was blowing.
>In the case of Three Mile Island, it did have the needed containment vessel and practically
all of the fission materials were held inside the dome. Many long-held myths have been broken
as a result of the Fukushima No. 1 meltdown.
>As the molten fuel made its way through the pressure vessel and the molten "lava" melted the
bottom of the containment vessel, it released huge amounts of fission gasses and particles to
the air and water.
>The assumed role of the containment vessel proved to be faulty against this type of melt
through. If you go back to the original public discussions for the construction of these
early nuclear plants, none of the safety devices, such as emergency cooling systems (ECCS),
boric acid spray, etc., worked in Fukushima in 2011. What we found, regrettably, is that even
the most critical emergency devices are dependent on the availability of power, either in
alternating or direct currency.
>In the case of Fukushima, all power was lost for a prolonged period of time and the complete
core meltdown could not be stopped.
>My recommendation is very simple. We should not assume anything in the design of a nuclear
reactor. We should be prepared to cool down the reactor and bring it to cold shutdown with at
least one reliable power supply and heat sink. This means that the emergency power should be
provided by a multiple of means and locations, and the heat sink should not be dependent on
prevailing water alone, but on air and alternative water reservoirs.
>If this is established, then the reactor can be safe not only against natural disasters but
also against man-made catastrophes such as sabotage, plane crashes and terrorist attacks.
>The Japanese government's official explanation of the Fukushima disaster focuses only on the
inability of anyone to predict an extreme natural disaster. Because Of this focus, the rest
of the world is not taking notice of the important lessons we need to understand to make the
world a safer place. Many countries rely on nuclear energy, and yet these same countries
assume that because they do not have to worry about earthquakes and tsunamis, what happened
in Japan on March 11, 2011 does not apply to them. This could become a fatal mistake.
>All reactors should be scrutinized against the possible loss of power and coolants,
regardless of the cause of the disaster. Nuclear reactors are all built around the same
probability assumptions. This pattern of thinking developed in the 1970s to gain the
otherwise hard-to-come-by public acceptance of nuclear generated energy. Nuclear engineers,
utilities and pronuclear governments around the world needed to persuade their public of the
safety of nuclear energy.
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>With the hindsight of Fukushima, all of us who are engineers must challenge ourselves d
once again think through the worst possible situation, such as a complete loss of power and
coolant for a prolonged time, and we must work together to remedy the situation.
>We must show how we can avoid core meltdowns under any circumstance. The challenge is no
longer just the gaining of public acceptance but to realize that we are being tested by
nature, and that God will keep testing us, checking to see if we are ready to ask the right
questions.
>Kenichi Ohmae - an MIT-trained nuclear engineer who is also a well-known management
consultant - is dean of Business Breakthrough University. He was a founder of McKinsey &
Co.'s strategic consulting practice and is the author of many books including "The Borderless
World."
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